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Linux Journal
Explains IRC etiquette and how to select a client, send public and private
messages, find people on IRC, create an IRC channel and keep unwanted users
out, and install and operate an IRC server.

Kali Linux – Assuring Security by Penetration Testing
Written as an interactive tutorial, this book covers the core of Kali Linux with realworld examples and step-by-step instructions to provide professional guidelines
and recommendations for you. The book is designed in a simple and intuitive
manner that allows you to explore the whole Kali Linux testing process or study
parts of it individually. If you are an IT security professional who has a basic
knowledge of Unix/Linux operating systems, including an awareness of information
security factors, and want to use Kali Linux for penetration testing, then this book
is for you.

How to Start a Home-Based Event Planning Business
Thoroughly updated for newnbsp;breakthroughs in multimedia nbsp; The
internationally bestselling Multimedia: Making it Work has been fully revised and
expanded to cover the latest technological advances in multimedia. You will learn
to plan and manage multimedia projects, from dynamic CD-ROMs and DVDs to
professional websites. Each chapter includes step-by-step instructions, full-color
illustrations and screenshots, self-quizzes, and hands-on projects. nbsp;
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Managing and Implementing Microsoft SharePoint 2010
Projects
This book is for system administrators and security professionals who need to bring
now ubiquitous IM and P2P applications under their control. Many businesses are
now taking advantage of the speed and efficiency offered by both IM and P2P
applications, yet are completely ill-equipped to deal with the management and
security ramifications. These companies are now finding out the hard way that
these applications which have infiltrated their networks are now the prime targets
for malicious network traffic. This book will provide specific information for IT
professionals to protect themselves from these vulnerabilities at both the network
and application layers by identifying and blocking this malicious traffic. * A recent
study by the Yankee group ranked "managing and securing IM and P2P
applications" as the #3 priority for IT managers in 2004 * The recently updated
SANS/FBI top 10 list of vulnerabilities for computers running Microsoft Windows
contained both P2P and IM applications for the first time * The recently released
Symantec Threat Assessment report for the first half of 2004 showed that 19 of the
top 50 virus threats targeted IM or P2P applications. Despite the prevalence of IM
and P2P applications on corporate networks and the risks they pose, there are no
other books covering these topics

Recommendation Systems in Software Engineering
Although the Internet of Things (IoT) is a vast and dynamic territory that is evolving
rapidly, there has been a need for a book that offers a holistic view of the
technologies and applications of the entire IoT spectrum. Filling this void, The
Internet of Things in the Cloud: A Middleware Perspective provides a
comprehensive introduction to the IoT and its development worldwide. It gives you
a panoramic view of the IoT landscape—focusing on the overall technological
architecture and design of a tentatively unified IoT framework underpinned by
Cloud computing from a middleware perspective. Organized into three sections, it:
Describes the many facets of Internet of Things—including the four pillars of IoT
and the three layer value chain of IoT Focuses on middleware, the glue and
building blocks of a holistic IoT system on every layer of the architecture Explores
Cloud computing and IoT as well as their synergy based on the common
background of distributed processing The book is based on the author’s two
previous bestselling books (in Chinese) on IoT and Cloud computing and more than
two decades of hands-on software/middleware programming and architecting
experience at organizations such as the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, IBM, BEA
Systems, and Silicon Valley startup Doubletwist. Tapping into this wealth of
knowledge, the book categorizes the many facets of the IoT and proposes a
number of paradigms and classifications about Internet of Things' mass and niche
markets and technologies.

Introduction to Software Project Management
This updated reference offers a clear description of make, a central engine in many
programming projects that simplifies the process of re-linking a program after recompiling source files. Original. (Intermediate)
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Free Software Programmed in Java
Butterworth-Heinemann’s CIM Coursebooks have been designed to match the
syllabus and learning outcomes of our new qualifications and should be useful aids
in helping students understand the complexities of marketing. The discussion and
practical application of theories and concepts, with relevant examples and case
studies, should help readers make immediate use of their knowledge and skills
gained from the qualifications.’ Professor Keith Fletcher, Director of Education, The
Chartered Institute of Marketing ‘Here in Dubai, we have used the ButterworthHeinemann Coursebooks in their various forms since the very beginning and have
found them most useful as a source of recommended reading material as well as
examination preparation.’ Alun Epps, CIM Centre Co-ordinator, Dubai University
College, United Arab Emirates Butterworth-Heinemann’s official CIM Coursebooks
are the definitive companions to the CIM professional marketing qualifications. The
only study materials to be endorsed by The Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM),
all content is carefully structured to match the syllabus and is written in
collaboration with the CIM faculty. Each chapter is packed full of case studies,
study tips and activities to test your learning and understanding as you go along.
•The coursebooks are the only study guide reviewed and approved by CIM (The
Chartered Institute of Marketing). •Each book is crammed with a range of learning
objectives, cases, questions, activities, definitions, study tips and summaries to
support and test your understanding of the theory. •Past examination papers and
examiners’ reports are available online to enable you to practise what has been
learned and help prepare for the exam and pass first time. •Extensive online
materials support students and tutors at every stage. Based on an understanding
of student and tutor needs gained in extensive research, online materials have
been designed specifically for CIM students and created exclusively for ButterworthHeinemann. Check out exam dates on the Online Calendar, see syllabus links for
each course, and access extra mini case studies to cement your understanding.
Explore marketingonline.co.uk and access online versions of the coursebooks and
further reading from Elsevier and Butterworth-Heinemann. INTERACTIVE, FLEXIBLE,
ACCESSIBLE ANY TIME, ANY PLACE www.marketingonline.co.uk

Fedora Linux
Loyola of Los Angeles law review
Accelerating demand for project management skills and tools has created a hunger
for solutions. Businesses and individuals want a disciplined way to manage
projects, and until recently, most project management programs and enterprise
solutions have been costly. OpenProj solves this problem. It provides a free, open
source desktop alternative to Microsoft Project. Since its release in January 2008,
OpenProj has already been downloaded over 375,000 times in over 142 countries
and has quickly become one of the most popular open source applications.
OpenProj: The Open Source Solution for Managing Your Projects covers how to
build accurate project plans in OpenProj and how to track work to a plan. Topics
include establishing project parameters and calendars, building the list of tasks
(WBS), adding resources, creating assignments, saving the baseline, tracking work,
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and reporting and communicating about the plan. Each chapter closes with review
information for reinforcement and self testing.

Mastering Data Analysis with R
A complete introduction to building robust and reliable software Beginning
Software Engineering demystifies the software engineering methodologies and
techniques that professional developers use to design and build robust, efficient,
and consistently reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no previous
programming, development, or management experience, this accessible guide
explains important concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
programming language. Each chapter ends with exercises that let you test your
understanding and help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts. Everything
you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi, agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme
Programming, and many other development models is inside! Describes in plain
English what software engineering is Explains the roles and responsibilities of team
members working on a software engineering project Outlines key phases that any
software engineering effort must handle to produce applications that are powerful
and dependable Details the most popular software development methodologies
and explains the different ways they handle critical development tasks
Incorporates exercises that expand upon each chapter's main ideas Includes an
extensive glossary of software engineering terms

Integrating Information Into the Engineering Design Process
Literate programming is a programming methodology that combines a
programming language with a documentation language, making programs more
easily maintained than programs written only in a high-level language. A literate
programmer is an essayist who writes programs for humans to understand. When
programs are written in the recommended style they can be transformed into
documents by a document compiler and into efficient code by an algebraic
compiler. This anthology of essays includes Knuth's early papers on related topics
such as structured programming as well as the Computer Journal article that
launched literate programming. Many examples are given, including excerpts from
the programs for TeX and METAFONT. The final essay is an example of CWEB, a
system for literate programming in C and related languages. Index included.

Pro Freeware and Open Source Solutions for Business
Engineering design is a fundamental problem-solving model used by the discipline.
Effective problem-solving requires the ability to find and incorporate quality
information sources. To teach courses in this area effectively, educators need to
understand the information needs of engineers and engineering students and their
information gathering habits. This book provides essential guidance for
engineering faculty and librarians wishing to better integrate information
competencies into their curricular offerings. The treatment of the subject matter is
pragmatic, accessible, and engaging. Rather than focusing on specific resources or
interfaces, the book adopts a process-driven approach that outlasts changing
information technologies. After several chapters introducing the conceptual
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underpinnings of the book, a sequence of shorter contributions go into more detail
about specific steps in the design process and the information needs for those
steps. While they are based on the latest research and theory, the emphasis of the
chapters is on usable knowledge. Designed to be accessible, they also include
illustrative examples drawn from specific engineering sub-disciplines to show how
the core concepts can be applied in those situations.

The Cathedral & the Bazaar
Pro Freeware and Open Source Solutions for Business is a practical guide for the
small business owner seeking viable alternative to expensive commercial software
packages and subscriptions. This comprehensive look at the powerful alternatives
to expensive proprietary software provides an illustrated overview of no-cost
software solutions. In this book you will find free and open source solutions for
office productivity, PDF creation, accounting, image editing and graphic design,
desktop publishing, 3D design, CAD, audio and video editing, website and blog
creation, customer relationship management, point of sale, networking and
security, and alternatives to the Windows and Macintosh operating systems. This
guide helps free the cost-conscious business owner from the bonds of expensive
proprietary software by exploring the free and powerful alternatives that exist. You
can save a substantial sums of money by replacing just a few commercial software
titles with free and open source solutions. Learn how with Pro Freeware and Open
Source Solutions for Business today.

The Internet of Things in the Cloud
The Zope Book, written by the experts who developed Zope, is a guide to building
dynamic Web applications using Zope. Authors Amos Latteier and Michel Pelletier
teach you how to utilize Zope to write Web pages, program Web scripts, use
databases, manage dynamic content, perform collaborative Web development
tasks, plus much more. Whether you are new to Zope or are a skilled user, this
current and comprehensive reference is designed to introduce you to Zope and its
uses and teaches you how it differs from other Web application servers. From
installation and advanced features, such as ZClasses, to using Zope with relational
databases, or scripting with Perl and Python, The Zope Book provides the
instruction you need.

The Book of IRC
Open source provides the competitive advantage in the Internet Age. According to
the August Forrester Report, 56 percent of IT managers interviewed at Global
2,500 companies are already using some type of open source software in their
infrastructure and another 6 percent will install it in the next two years. This
revolutionary model for collaborative software development is being embraced and
studied by many of the biggest players in the high-tech industry, from Sun
Microsystems to IBM to Intel.The Cathedral & the Bazaar is a must for anyone who
cares about the future of the computer industry or the dynamics of the information
economy. Already, billions of dollars have been made and lost based on the ideas
in this book. Its conclusions will be studied, debated, and implemented for years to
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come. According to Bob Young, "This is Eric Raymond's great contribution to the
success of the open source revolution, to the adoption of Linux-based operating
systems, and to the success of open source users and the companies that supply
them."The interest in open source software development has grown enormously in
the past year. This revised and expanded paperback edition includes new material
on open source developments in 1999 and 2000. Raymond's clear and effective
writing style accurately describing the benefits of open source software has been
key to its success. With major vendors creating acceptance for open source within
companies, independent vendors will become the open source story in 2001.

Essentials of Systems Analysis and Design, Global Edition
Explains how to build a scrolling game engine, play sound effects, manage
compressed audio streams, build multiplayer games, construct installation scripts,
and distribute games to the Linux community.

Building Wireless Community Networks
This manual will covers Introductions, Getting Started With OpenProj, Project
Management with OpenProj, Getting Started With Zoho Projects dan Project
Management With Zoho Projects

Red Hat Linux
Provides step-by-step instructions on how to use the computer operating system
Linux.

Securing IM and P2P Applications for the Enterprise
This introduction to networking on Linux now covers firewalls, including the use of
ipchains and Netfilter, masquerading, and accounting. Other new topics in this
second edition include Novell (NCP/IPX) support and INN (news administration).

Market Intelligence Resources 2008
Linux Network Administrator's Guide
Practical Open Source Software for Libraries
"Learn proven techniques and methods for successfully creating a SharePoint
system specification. The purpose of a SharePoint system specification for an
organization is to expand on the user requirements in order to produce a clear,
complete and unambiguous set of documentation. Discover how to describe the
intended system in terms of its function, performance, interfaces, and design
constraints."--Resource description p.

Software Programmed in Java
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Gain sharp insights into your data and solve real-world data science problems with
R—from data munging to modeling and visualization About This Book Handle your
data with precision and care for optimal business intelligence Restructure and
transform your data to inform decision-making Packed with practical advice and
tips to help you get to grips with data mining Who This Book Is For If you are a data
scientist or R developer who wants to explore and optimize your use of R's
advanced features and tools, this is the book for you. A basic knowledge of R is
required, along with an understanding of database logic. What You Will Learn
Connect to and load data from R's range of powerful databases Successfully fetch
and parse structured and unstructured data Transform and restructure your data
with efficient R packages Define and build complex statistical models with glm
Develop and train machine learning algorithms Visualize social networks and graph
data Deploy supervised and unsupervised classification algorithms Discover how to
visualize spatial data with R In Detail R is an essential language for sharp and
successful data analysis. Its numerous features and ease of use make it a powerful
way of mining, managing, and interpreting large sets of data. In a world where
understanding big data has become key, by mastering R you will be able to deal
with your data effectively and efficiently. This book will give you the guidance you
need to build and develop your knowledge and expertise. Bridging the gap
between theory and practice, this book will help you to understand and use data
for a competitive advantage. Beginning with taking you through essential data
mining and management tasks such as munging, fetching, cleaning, and
restructuring, the book then explores different model designs and the core
components of effective analysis. You will then discover how to optimize your use
of machine learning algorithms for classification and recommendation systems
beside the traditional and more recent statistical methods. Style and approach
Covering the essential tasks and skills within data science, Mastering Data Analysis
provides you with solutions to the challenges of data science. Each section gives
you a theoretical overview before demonstrating how to put the theory to work
with real-world use cases and hands-on examples.

Retronics
Building Wireless Community Networks is about getting people online using
wireless network technology. The 802.11b standard (also known as WiFi) makes it
possible to network towns, schools, neighborhoods, small business, and almost any
kind of organization. All that's required is a willingness to cooperate and share
resources. The first edition of this book helped thousands of people engage in
community networking activities. At the time, it was impossible to predict how
quickly and thoroughly WiFi would penetrate the marketplace. Today, with WiFienabled computers almost as common as Ethernet, it makes even more sense to
take the next step and network your community using nothing but freely available
radio spectrum. This book has showed many people how to make their network
available, even from the park bench, how to extend high-speed Internet access
into the many areas not served by DSL and cable providers, and how to build
working communities and a shared though intangible network. All that's required
to create an access point for high-speed Internet connection is a gateway or base
station. Once that is set up, any computer with a wireless card can log onto the
network and share its resources. Rob Flickenger built such a network in northern
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California, and continues to participate in network-building efforts. His nuts-andbolts guide covers: Selecting the appropriate equipment Finding antenna sites, and
building and installing antennas Protecting your network from inappropriate access
New network monitoring tools and techniques (new) Regulations affecting wireless
deployment (new) IP network administration, including DNS and IP Tunneling (new)
His expertise, as well as his sense of humor and enthusiasm for the topic, makes
Building Wireless Community Networks a very useful and readable book for anyone
interested in wireless connectivity.

OpenProj
For courses in Systems Analysis and Design, Structured A clear presentation of
information, organized around the systems development life cycle model This
briefer version of the authors’ highly successful Modern System Analysis and
Design is a clear presentation of information, organized around the systems
development life cycle model. Designed for courses needing a streamlined
approach to the material due to course duration, lab assignments, or special
projects, it emphasizes current changes in systems analysis and design, and shows
the concepts in action through illustrative fictional cases. Teaching and Learning
Experience This text will provide a better teaching and learning experience—for
you and your students. Here's how: Features a clear presentation of material which
organizes both the chapters and the book around The Systems Development Life
Cycle Model, providing students with a comprehensive format to follow. Provides
the latest information in systems analysis and design Students see the concepts in
action in three illustrative fictional cases

Blender Studio Projects
Although software development is one of the most complex activities carried out
by man, sound development processes and proper project management can help
ensure your software projects are delivered on time and under budget. Providing
the know-how to manage software projects effectively, Introduction to Software
Project Management supplies an acces

CIM Coursebook: Project Management in Marketing
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 156. Chapters: Freenet,
OpenOffice.org, LimeWire, JUnit, JDownloader, OpenJDK, Apache Hadoop,
NetBeans, JRuby, Spring Roo, Apache Ant, OmegaT, Log4j, JasperReports, Jspx-bay,
Persistent Uniform Resource Locator, NASA World Wind, 3DSlicer, Eclipse, Apache
Tomcat, LibreOffice, Compiere, General Architecture for Text Engineering, JMonkey
Engine, Art of Illusion, Apache Wicket, OpenNebula, Greenfoot, BlueJ, ImageJ,
Drools, MinGW, GvSIG, Easyrec, ItsNat, JHepWork, BIRT Project, Jitsi, Qeep, Apache
Struts, Apache OFBiz, VTK, JFire, Eucalyptus, Phex, ACE, IText, WSO2 Mashup
Server, Apache Derby, RapidMiner, JEdit, Adempiere, Alfresco, Eureka Streams,
TopBT, DSpace, KNIME, Fedora, Apache Felix, OpenTMS, Apache Solr, OpenProj,
GeoGebra, Open Language Tools, Jmol, Xena, Cloud.com, JRipples, OpenXava,
FreeMind, Agorum core, Bonita Open Solution, Chemistry Development Kit, Flexive,
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GlobalSight, JSPWiki, FreeCol, NewGenLib, Hippo CMS, Electric, JFugue, JTS
Topology Suite, Areca Backup, BitTyrant, Terrastore, FrostWire, EXo Platform,
SVNKit, ATunes, Mifos, Freeplane, Preesm, JUMP GIS, OurTunes, OpenL Tablets,
GeoServer, Apache James, Terracotta Cluster, Jetty, Endeavour Software Project
Management, JOnAS, DHIS, MP3 Rocket, Stripes, TightVNC, Archimedes,
Project.net, ThinWire, Batik, Memoranda, Apache Hama, GeoNetwork opensource,
Bootchart, PJIRC, VUE, Dasher, VisualAp, Zekr, Mobile Web Server, SLF4J,
OpenThinClient, IzPack, Easy Java Simulations, JabRef, MegaMek, Formatting
Objects Processor, Java Evolutionary Computation Toolkit, MVEL, Java Agent
Development Framework, JMule, JPC, Logisim, GenealogyJ, Neo4j, OneSwarm,
Beacon Editor, Toxiclibs, SciPlore MindMapping, JOONE, Earth3D, FreeTTS,
PackJacket, Ehcache, Subsonic, ActorFoundry, JOELib, HtmlUnit, Kosmo, JQuantLib,
Cabos, OGNL, XPlanner-plus, JFreeChart, RText, Apache ZooKeeper, Impact

Berkeley Technology Law Journal
The Linux Cookbook, 2nd Edition
Knowledge Management in Organizations
The Zope Book
Literate Programming
Programming Linux Games
Open source refers to an application whose source code is made available for use
or modification as users see fit. This means libraries gain more flexibility and
freedom than with software purchased with license restrictions. Both the open
source community and the library world live by the same rules and principles.
Practical Open Source Software for Libraries explains the facts and dispels myths
about open source. Chapters introduce librarians to open source and what it means
for libraries. The reader is provided with links to a toolbox full of freely available
open source products to use in their libraries. Provides a toolbox of practical
software that librarians can use both inside and out of the library Draws on the
author’s wide-ranging practical experience with open source software both in and
out of the library community Includes real life examples from libraries and
librarians of all types and locations

Organizing for Work
Managing E-Government Projects: Concepts, Issues, and Best
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Practices
"Neither a "Starting Linux" book nor a dry reference manual, this book has a lot to
offer to those coming to Fedora from other operating systems or distros." -Behdad Esfahbod, Fedora developer This book will get you up to speed quickly on
Fedora Linux, a securely-designed Linux distribution that includes a massive
selection of free software packages. Fedora is hardened out-of-the-box, it's easy to
install, and extensively customizable - and this book shows you how to make
Fedora work for you. Fedora Linux: A Complete Guide to Red Hat's Community
Distribution will take you deep into essential Fedora tasks and activities by
presenting them in easy-to-learn modules. From installation and configuration
through advanced topics such as administration, security, and virtualization, this
book captures the important details of how Fedora Core works--without the fluff
that bogs down other books and help/how-to web sites. Instead, you can learn from
a concise task-based approach to using Fedora as both a desktop and server
operating system. In this book, you'll learn how to: Install Fedora and perform basic
administrative tasks Configure the KDE and GNOME desktops Get power
management working on your notebook computer and hop on a wired or wireless
network Find, install, and update any of the thousands of packages available for
Fedora Perform backups, increase reliability with RAID, and manage your disks
with logical volumes Set up a server with file sharing, DNS, DHCP, email, a Web
server, and more Work with Fedora's security features including SELinux, PAM, and
Access Control Lists (ACLs) Whether you are running the stable version of Fedora
Core or bleeding-edge Rawhide releases, this book has something for every level of
user. The modular, lab-based approach not only shows you how things work-but
also explains why--and provides you with the answers you need to get up and
running with Fedora Linux. Chris Tyler is a computer consultant and a professor of
computer studies at Seneca College in Toronto, Canada where he teaches courses
on Linux and X Window System Administration. He has worked on systems ranging
from embedded data converters to Multics mainframes.

A Quick Start Guide to Financial Forecasting
Project Management Software (OpenProj & ZohoProj)
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 167. Chapters: Free software
programmed in Java, Freenet, OpenOffice.org, LimeWire, JUnit, JDownloader,
OpenJDK, Apache Hadoop, NetBeans, JRuby, Spring Roo, Apache Ant, OmegaT,
Log4j, JasperReports, Jspx-bay, Persistent Uniform Resource Locator, NASA World
Wind, 3DSlicer, Eclipse, Apache Tomcat, LibreOffice, Compiere, General
Architecture for Text Engineering, JMonkey Engine, Art of Illusion, Apache Wicket,
OpenNebula, Weka, Greenfoot, BlueJ, ImageJ, Drools, MinGW, GvSIG, Easyrec,
ItsNat, JHepWork, BIRT Project, Jitsi, Qeep, Apache Struts, Confluence, Apache
OFBiz, VTK, Environment for DeveLoping KDD-Applications Supported by IndexStructures, JFire, Eucalyptus, FIJI, Phex, ACE, JIRA, IText, WSO2 Mashup Server,
Apache Derby, RapidMiner, JEdit, ANts P2P, Adempiere, Alfresco, Eureka Streams,
TopBT, DSpace, KNIME, Fedora, Apache Felix, OpenTMS, Apache Solr, OpenProj,
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GeoGebra, Open Language Tools, DirSync Pro, Jmol, Xena, Cloud.com, JRipples,
OpenXava, FreeMind, Agorum core, Bonita Open Solution, YouTrack, Chemistry
Development Kit, Flexive, GlobalSight, JSPWiki, FreeCol, NewGenLib, Hippo CMS,
Electric, JFugue, JTS Topology Suite, Pirate Galaxy, Areca Backup, BitTyrant,
Terrastore, FrostWire, EXo Platform, SVNKit, ATunes, Mifos, Freeplane, Preesm,
JUMP GIS, OurTunes, OpenL Tablets, GeoServer, Apache James, Terracotta Cluster,
Jetty, Endeavour Software Project Management, JOnAS, DHIS, MP3 Rocket, Stripes,
TightVNC, Archimedes, Project.net, ThinWire, Batik, Memoranda, Apache Hama,
GeoNetwork opensource, Bootchart, PJIRC, VUE, Dasher, VisualAp, Zekr, Mobile
Web Server, SLF4J, OpenThinClient, IzPack, Moneydance, Easy Java Simulations,
JabRef, MegaMek, Formatting Objects Processor, Java Evolutionary Computation
Toolkit, MVEL, Java Agent Development Framework, JMule, JPC, Logisim,
GenealogyJ, Neo4j, OneSwarm, Beacon Editor, Toxiclibs, Sci

Managing Projects with GNU Make
With the growth of public and private data stores and the emergence of off-theshelf data-mining technology, recommendation systems have emerged that
specifically address the unique challenges of navigating and interpreting software
engineering data. This book collects, structures and formalizes knowledge on
recommendation systems in software engineering. It adopts a pragmatic approach
with an explicit focus on system design, implementation, and evaluation. The book
is divided into three parts: “Part I – Techniques” introduces basics for building
recommenders in software engineering, including techniques for collecting and
processing software engineering data, but also for presenting recommendations to
users as part of their workflow. “Part II – Evaluation” summarizes methods and
experimental designs for evaluating recommendations in software engineering.
“Part III – Applications” describes needs, issues and solution concepts involved in
entire recommendation systems for specific software engineering tasks, focusing
on the engineering insights required to make effective recommendations. The book
is complemented by the webpage rsse.org/book, which includes free supplemental
materials for readers of this book and anyone interested in recommendation
systems in software engineering, including lecture slides, data sets, source code,
and an overview of people, groups, papers and tools with regard to
recommendation systems in software engineering. The book is particularly wellsuited for graduate students and researchers building new recommendation
systems for software engineering applications or in other high-tech fields. It may
also serve as the basis for graduate courses on recommendation systems, applied
data mining or software engineering. Software engineering practitioners
developing recommendation systems or similar applications with predictive
functionality will also benefit from the broad spectrum of topics covered.

Multimedia
"This book collects the work of some of the best scholars and practitioners in the
fields of e-government and project management, who explore how e-government
projects can be managed, planned, and executed with effective project
management techniques and methodologies"--Provided by publisher.
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Beginning Software Engineering
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference
on Knowledge Management in Organizations, KMO 2018, held in Žilina, Slovakia, in
August 2018. The theme of the conference was "Emerging Research for Knowledge
Management in Organizations." The 59 papers accepted for KMO 2018 were
selected from 141 submissions and are organized in topical sections on:
Knowledge management models and analysis; knowledge sharing; knowledge
transfer and learning; knowledge and service innovation; knowledge creation;
knowledge and organization; information systems and information science;
knowledge and technology management; data mining and intelligent science;
business and customer relationship management; big data and IoT; and new
trends in IT.
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